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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of state estimation for a class of linear
time-invariant systems with quadratic output measurements. An immersion-type approach is
presented that transforms the system into a state-affine system by adding a finite number of
states to the original system. Under suitable persistence of excitation conditions on the input and
its higher derivatives, global state estimation is exhibited by means of a Kalman-type observer.
A numerical example is provided to illustrate the applicability of the proposed observer design
for the problem of position and velocity estimation for a vehicle navigating in the n−dimensional
Euclidean space using a single position range measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of an observer is to provide an estimation of the
running value of the system’s internal state using the input
and output measurements. For linear systems, the observer
synthesis is guaranteed through the observability property,
namely, the determination of the initial state vector of the
system from knowledge of the input and the corresponding
output over an interval of time. While the observability is
independent of the input for linear systems, this is not
in general true for nonlinear systems and one needs to
consider inputs that distinguish the states, namely, inputs
which generate different outputs, see Hermann and Krener
(1977).

Typically, the study of the observability of a nonlinear
system is a local problem and can be characterized by the
usual observability rank condition Hermann and Krener
(1977). However, this condition is not enough for the
design of an observer since it tightly depends on the input.
For such cases the design will be restricted to some appro-
priate classes of inputs, namely, regular or persistently ex-
citing inputs, see for instance Besançon (2007), Besançon
et al. (1996), Bornard et al. (1989), Gauthier and Kupka
(2001) and references therein. A well-known technique to
design observers for nonlinear systems is the immersion
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approach where a nonlinear system is transformed into a
state-affine system whose dimension may be greater than
the dimension of the initial system. Such methodologies
have a long history. For instance, Fliess and Kupka (1983)
presented a necessary and sufficient condition based on
the observation space of the system. Another approach was
considered in Back and Seo (2004) and Jouan (2003) where
the immersion was based on the solutions of a partial
differential equation. Another immersion-based technique
was presented in Besançon and Ticlea (2007) for a wide
class of (rank-observable) nonlinear systems based on a
high-gain design.

In this paper we consider systems with linear dynamics
and quadratic output measurements of the form

ẋ = Ax+Bu,

y =
1

2
x>Cx,

which is indeed a particular class of nonlinear systems.
However, by restricting our attention to this class, our goal
is to derive explicit conditions on the input u that guaran-
tee the design of an observer that is able to instantaneously
estimate the state x from the input and the (scalar) output
measurement. First, through successive differentiation of
the output, we extend the state of the system by a finite
number of states which results in a new state-affine system
with linear output. Then, we exploit the structure of the
new extended system to derive suitable Persistence of
Excitation (PE) conditions for the input and its derivatives
that establish uniform observability for the new system.
Consequently, the design of an observer for the obtained



(uniformly observable) system follows directly from well
known Kalman-like estimators, Besançon et al. (1996),
Besançon (2007), Hamel and Samson (2017) or other suit-
able observers. Since we consider an extended system,
the estimate of the state of the original system can be
obtained without any online inversion of a diffeomorphism.
Finally, the framework presented in this paper generalizes
and includes as a special case other state augmentation
techniques presented in Batista et al. (2011), De Palma
et al. (2017), Hamel and Samson (2017), which mainly
dealt with single and double integrator systems. It should
be noted that due to the nonlinear output of the considered
class of systems it is also possible to apply other techniques
as in Ciccarella et al. (1993), Gauthier and Kupka (2001),
Gauthier et al. (1992) which for suitable inputs exploit a
local change of coordinates to transform the system into
a canonical form or by applying Lyapunov techniques as
in Tsinias (1990). However, in contrast to these nonlinear
techniques, our proposed approach has the advantage of
employing a linear Kalman-type observer which guaran-
tees global convergence while we also characterize explic-
itly the class of inputs (through the PE conditions) that
guarantee the uniform observability property necessary
for the exponential convergence of the estimator. Finally,
certain algebraic conditions for the observability of such
systems was also proposed in Depken (1971) without char-
acterizing the admissible inputs. It should also be noted
that the control of systems with quadratic outputs was
considered in Montenbruck et al. (2017).

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is
devoted to some preliminary results and Section 3 contains
the problem formulation. Section 4 presents the transfor-
mation of the system with quadratic output to a time-
varying linear system with linear output. In Section 5
we present conditions for the uniform observability of the
transformed system. Numerical examples are presented in
Section 6 to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
approach. Due to space constraints, all proofs are omitted
and can be found in Theodosis et al. (2020).

2. PRELIMINARIES

Notations Throughout this paper we adopt the following
notation. N and R denote, respectively, the sets of natural
and real numbers. For a given vector or matrix (·) ∈ Rn,
(·)> denotes its transpose. We denote by In the n × n
identity matrix. A matrix A ∈ Rn×n is called nilpotent
if there exists an integer κ ≤ n such that Aκ = 0. By
0 we denote each of the following: the scalar zero, the
zero vector or the zero matrix. Depending on the context,
the notation will be clear unless otherwise specified. For
n× n symmetric matrices W and Q, the notation W > 0
(W ≥ 0) is used if W is positive definite (semi-definite)
and W > Q (W ≥ Q) if W − Q > 0 (W − Q ≥ 0). With
det(A) we denote the determinant of a square matrix A.
The Lie derivative of a real-valued scalar function h along
the vector field f is denoted by Lfh(x) := (dh(x)/dx)f(x)
and the iterated derivatives are defined as Lifh(x) =

LfL
i−1
f h(x), L0

fh(x) = h(x).

We first recall some well-known definitions and results for
the observability of an LTV system. Consider a linear time-
varying system

ẋ =A(t)x+B(t)u (1a)

y =C(t)x (1b)

where x ∈ Rn is the state, u ∈ Rp is the input, and
y ∈ Rm is the output of the system. A(t), B(t), C(t) are
matrix-valued functions of appropriate dimensions that
are continuous and bounded on [0,+∞).

Definition 1. The LTV system (1) is called observable on
[t0, T ] if any initial state x(t0) = x0 is uniquely determined
by the input u(t) and the output y(t) for t ∈ [t0, T ]. /

Theorem 1. [Rugh (1996)] System (1) is observable on
[t0, T ] if and only if the matrix:

W (t0, T ) :=

∫ T

t0

Φ>(s, t)C>(s)C(s)Φ(s, t)ds,

is invertible, where Φ(t, s) is the transition matrix defined
by d

dtΦ(t, s) = A(t)Φ(t, s), Φ(t, t) = In. The matrix W is
called the Observability Gramian of (1). /

Theorem 2. [Rugh (1996), Silverman and Meadows (1967)]
The system (1) is observable if rankR(t̄) = n, for some

t̄ ∈ [t0, T ] where R(t) := (N0(t), N1(t), · · · , Nn−1(t))
>

with N0(t) = C(t), Ni(t) = Ni−1(t)A(t) + Ṅi−1(t), i =
1, . . . , n− 1. /

The characterization of observability for time-varying sys-
tems is “tied” to finite time intervals, see Bristeau et al.
(2010), Rugh (1996), Silverman and Meadows (1967),
and, Weiss (1965) for different observability concepts and
definitions. For the state estimation problem a stronger
property is required:

Definition 2. [Besançon (2007)] System (1) or the pair
(A(t), C(t)) is uniformly observable if there exist δ > 0,
µ > 0 such that

∀t ≥ 0 W (t, t+ δ) ≥ µIn > 0./ (2)

A Kalman-like observer for a uniformly observable LTV
system (1) is given in the following theorem:

Theorem 3. [Besançon (2007)] If (1) is uniformly observ-
able then there exists an observer of the form

˙̂x = A(t)x̂+B(t)u+K(t)(y − C(t)x̂),

where

K(t) =M(t)C>(t)W−1,

Ṁ(t) =A(t)M(t) +M(t)A>(t)

−M(t)C>(t)W−1C(t)M(t) + V + θM(t),

M(0) =M0 = M>0 > 0, W = W> > 0,

with θ > 2||A(t)|| for all t ≥ 0, or V = V > > 0. /

The boundedness assumption on A(·) and the uniform ob-
servability ensure that the solution M(t) remains bounded
for all times and the error e := x̂ − x between the state
of the observer and the actual state decays exponentially
to zero with the rate of convergence tuned by θ or V . For
θ = 0 we obtain the usual Kalman observer; more details
can be found in Besançon (2007).

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the dynamical system

ẋ =Ax+Bu (3a)

y =
1

2
x>Cx (3b)



where x ∈ Rn is the state, u ∈ Rp is the input and y ∈ R
is a scalar output. The constant matrices A ∈ Rn×n and
B ∈ Rn×p are arbitrary and, without loss of generality,
the constant matrix C ∈ Rn×n is assumed symmetric.
System (3) is a linear time-invariant system with a single
quadratic output and, thus, it is a special class of nonlinear
systems. In contrast to classic linear systems, it is known
that the observability of nonlinear systems depends usually
on the input and is characterized locally. For instance, for
the trivial system ẋ = 0, y = x2, it is not possible to
distinguish the initial conditions x0 and −x0 using only
the output measurement. For certain nonzero input u,
however, it is possible to distinguish all states of ẋ = u.
Observability of nonlinear systems can be discussed using
the notion of observation space where the observability
rank condition can be used to study the so-called local
weak observability around a given point, see Hermann and
Krener (1977), Nijmeijer and van der Schaft (1990).

Notice that for zero inputs, the observation space is
spanned by elements of the form Lif0h(x) with f0(x) = Ax

and h(x) = 1
2x
>Cx. In particular we have

Lf0h(x) =x>CAx =
1

2
x>(CA+A>C)x :=

1

2
x>C1x,

L2
f0h(x) =x>C1Ax =

1

2
x>(C1A+A>C1)x :=

1

2
x>C2x,

...

Lif0h(x) =
1

2
x>Cix, i ∈ N (4)

where the matrices Ci are defined recursively as follows{
C0 = C,
Ci+1 = CiA+A>Ci.

(5)

Note that the matrix Ci, can be explicitly calculated using
the following formula:

Ci =

i∑
r=0

(
i

r

)
A>

r
CAi−r. (6)

In the subsequent sections, we will exploit the terms
Lif0h(x) to augment the system (3) with the additional
states in order to bring the system in a new suitable
form where an observer can be designed. Then, we will
derive sufficient conditions for the admissible inputs that
render the new extended time-varying system uniformly
observable in the sense of Definition 2. To this end we
start by our main assumption:

Assumption 1. There exists m ∈ N with Cm = 0.

Assumption 1 is the only restriction we impose on the
class of systems considered. The motivation behind this
assumption is to facilitate the augmentation of the system
by a finite number of states. Roughly speaking, this
assumption is equivalent to the fact that there exists
m ∈ N such that the m−th derivative y(m) of the output is
zero under zero input or, equivalently, y(m) is a polynomial
function of time when u = 0. Note that for u = 0, the
solution of the linear time-invariant system is given by

x(t) = exp(At)x(0), (7)

which implies that

y(t) =
1

2
x(0)> exp(At)>C exp(At)x(0). (8)

For instance, it is clear that the output will be polynomial
if the Taylor series defining the exponential matrix exp(At)
is finite, i.e., when A is nilpotent. This can also be seen
from (6), when Ak = 0 then Cm = 0 with m = 2k − 1.
Also, when A is skew-symmetric (A = −A>) and the
matrices A, C commute (CA = AC), one has C1 = ATC+
CA = −CA + AC = 0, hence m = 1 satisfies the
assumption. The navigation example we provide in the
simulation section also satisfies this assumption since the
state matrix is nilpotent.

4. STATE AUGMENTATION

In this section, we proceed with the transformation of
system (3) to an equivalent time-varying system when
Assumption 1 holds. We extend the state of the system
with m additional states

zi :=
1

2
x>Cix, i = 0, 1, · · · , (m− 1). (9)

Then, since Cm = 0, we have

żi =
1

2
x>(A>Ci + CiA)x+ u>B>Cix

=zi+1 + u>B>Cix, i = 0, . . . , (m− 2), (10)

and

żm−1 = u>B>Cm−1x, (11)

where the last equation holds due to Assumption 1.
Therefore, by defining the extended state as

z := [z0 z1 · · · zm−1 x]
> ∈ Rm+n (12)

and in view of (3) and (10)-(11), the dynamics of the new
variable z are given by the following LTV system

ż =A(u)z + Bu, (13a)

y =Cz, (13b)

where the matrices A(u) ∈ R(m+n)×(m+n), B ∈ R(m+n)×p

and C ∈ R1×(m+n) are given by

A(u) :=



0 1 0 · · · 0 u>B>C0

0 0 1 · · · 0 u>B>C1

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 · · · 1 u>B>Cm−2

0 0 0 · · · 0 u>B>Cm−1

0n×1 0n×1 0n×1 0n×1 0n×1 A


(14)

B :=

[
0m×p
B

]
, (15)

C :=
[
1 0 0 · · · 0 01×n

]
. (16)

Notice that the new augmented system (13a) is a state
affine system, Besançon et al. (1996), which can also
be considered as a LTV system for some fixed input
function u(t). For state affine systems several Kalman-type
observer designs have appeared in the literature, see for
instance Bornard et al. (1989), Besançon (2007), Besançon
et al. (1996). Typically, the main property required for
a Kalman-type observer is that of uniform observability.
Therefore, to estimate the state of the extended system,
it suffices to study the observability of the pair (A(u), C),
see Section 5.



5. UNIFORM OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we derive different sufficient conditions for
the admissible inputs u(·) that render the system (13)
uniformly observable. Before we proceed, the following
necessary condition is provided, which allows the input u
to directly affect the extended system and its observability
properties.

Proposition 4. If u(t) ≡ 0 for all times or B>Cr = 0 for all
r ∈ N, then the pair (A(u), C) is not uniformly observable.

The state-transition matrix of (13) is defined by

d

dt
Φ(t, τ) = A(u(t))Φ(t, τ), Φ(τ, τ) = Im+n. (17)

In general, calculating the transition matrix Φ(t, τ) and
verifying that the inequality W (t, t + δ) ≥ µI holds is a
tedious task, especially in our case where the state matrix
A(u(t)) depends on the input. However, we can exploit
the block structure of (14) and simplify its representation.
More specifically, rewrite A(u) in the following form

A(u(t)) =

[
Sm U(t)
0 A

]
, (18)

where Sm ∈ Rm×m is the shift matrix

Sm =


0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

. . . 0
0 0 0 . . . 1
0 ︸ ︷︷ ︸

m− 1

0 0 . . . 0

 , (19)

and U : R≥0 → Rm×n is given by

U(t) =


u>(t)B>C0

u>(t)B>C1

...
u>(t)B>Cm−2

u>(t)B>Cm−1

 . (20)

Notice that due to the structure of A(u(t)) in (18) it
follows from (17), that the transition matrix has the
following form:

Φ(t, τ) =

[
Φ11(t, τ) Φ12(t, τ)

0 Φ22(t, τ)

]
, (21)

with

d

dt
Φ11(t, τ) = SmΦ11(t, τ), Φ11(τ, τ) = Im, (22)

d

dt
Φ22(t, τ) = AΦ22(t, τ), Φ22(τ, τ) = In, (23)

and Φ12(t, τ) satisfying

d

dt
Φ12(t, τ) = SmΦ12(t, τ)+U(t)Φ22(t, τ), Φ12(τ, τ) = 0.

(24)
Since Sm and A are constant matrices, we have that
Φ11(t, τ) = exp{Sm(t − τ)},, Φ22(t, τ) = exp{A(t −
τ)}, and Φ12(t, τ) =

∫ t
τ

Φ11(t, s)U(s)Φ22(s, τ)ds. Indeed,
Φ12(τ, τ) = 0 and from (22) and the Leibniz integral rule
we also have

d

dt
Φ12(t, τ) =Φ11(t, t)U(t)Φ22(t, τ)

+

∫ t

τ

d

dt
Φ11(t, s)U(s)Φ22(s, τ)ds

=Sm

∫ t

τ

Φ11(t, s)U(s)Φ22(s, τ)ds

+ U(t)Φ22(t, τ)

=SmΦ12(t, τ) + U(t)Φ22(t, τ),

so that (24) follows as well. By defining C = (Cm, 01×n),
with Cm = (1, 01×m−1) and taking into account the
observability condition in Definition 2 and (16), we have
that the Observability Gramian of the extended system
(13) is given by

W (t, t+ δ) =∫ t+δ

t

[
Φ11(s, t)>

Φ12(s, t)>

]
C>mCm [Φ11(s, t) Φ12(s, t)] ds. (25)

Notice that the Observability Gramian is expressed in
terms of the matrices Sm, A and U(t) through the def-
initions of Φ11(t, τ), Φ22(t, τ) and Φ12(t, τ) above and
does not require the derivatives of u neither the evalu-
ation of the usual Peano-Baker series, see Rugh (1996).
According to Theorem 3, to design an observer for the
time-varying system (13), we require uniform observabil-
ity, which guarantees the exponential convergence of the
observer. Therefore, according to Definition 2 it suffices
to consider inputs u for which the Observability Gramian
(25) of the extended system satisfies inequality (2), i.e.,
persistently exciting inputs, see Besançon (2007).

Typically, to design a Kalman-type observer and guarantee
its exponential convergence it is required that the control
input u(t) is bounded for all t ≥ 0 which also implies that
A(u(t)) is bounded, see Theorem 3. To derive more explicit
uniform observability conditions, we further assume in this
work that the higher derivatives of the inputs are bounded.

Assumption 2. The input u(t) is bounded and there exists

κ ≥ m such that the derivatives u̇(t), ü(t), · · · ,
(κ)
u (t), are

also bounded for all t ≥ 0.

The next result is based on (Scandaroli, 2013, Lemma
3.1) and gives a sufficient Persistence of Excitation (PE)
condition for the uniform observability of the extended
system by exploiting row vectors of the observability
matrix at the expense of sufficiently smooth input u(·)
with bounded derivatives.

Proposition 5. Let r0 = 0 and

ri+1(t) = ri(t)A+ ṙi(t) + u>(t)B>Ci, i = 0, 1, . . . . (26)

and assume also that there exist positive constants δ, µ,
κ such that for all t ≥ 0 Assumption 2 holds and the
following condition is satisfied:∫ t+δ

t

det

(
κ∑

i=m

r>i (s)ri(s)

)
ds ≥ µ. (27)

Then, the system (13) is uniformly observable.

Condition (27) requires a sufficiently smooth and bounded
input as there is no restriction on how large the constant κ
may be. In particular, κmust be at least greater or equal to
m+1 since det(r>m(s)rm(s)) = 0. In the following material,
we will derive PE conditions that require less number



of derivatives. The first proposition below provides a PE
condition for the admissible inputs and their derivatives
and is equivalent to the uniform observability of the pair
(A, rm(t)), where rm(·) is defined in (26).

Proposition 6. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds and in
addition Assumption 2 is satisfied with κ = m. Then, the
system (13) is uniformly observable if there exist positive
constants δ̄ and µ̄ such that for all t ≥ 0 we have∫ t+δ̄

t

Φ>22(s, t)r>m(s)rm(s)Φ22(s, t)ds ≥ µ̄In. (28)

Notice that the PE condition in (28) is equivalent to
the uniform observability of the pair (A, rm(t)) since the
matrix in (28) corresponds to the observability Gramian
of this pair (recall that Φ22 is the state transition matrix
of A). The next PE condition guarantees the uniform
observability of system (13) without requiring the com-
putation of the Gramian matrix for the pair (A, rm(t))
but under the additional assumption that the matrix A
has real eigenvalues.

Proposition 7. When A has real eigenvalues, a sufficient
condition for (28) to hold is the following∫ t+δ̄

t

r>m(s)rm(s)ds ≥ µ̄In. (29)

for some δ̄, µ̄ > 0.

Notice that each ri(·) in (26), can be written as a
summation of higher order derivatives of the input u.
More specifically, it can shown by induction that rm =∑m−1
i=0 u(i)>Γi+1,m such that Γi+1,k+1 = Γi+1,kA +

Γi,k, i = 0, · · · , k and Γ0,k = B>Ck and Γk+1,k = 0.
It follows that

r>m =


Γ1,m

Γ2,m

...
Γm,m


> 

u
u̇
...

u(m−1)

 =: Γ>Ū . (30)

Proposition 8. Assume that A has real eigenvalues and
the pair (A,Γ) is Kalman observable. Then, a sufficient
condition for (28) to hold is the following∫ t+δ

t

Ū(s)Ū(s)>ds ≥ µIpm. (31)

then (29) holds.

The advantage of the above PE condition is that the vector
Ū(t) is directly expressed as a function of the input and
its higher derivatives. However, the drawback compared to
(29) is that we might check a PE condition on a vector
with higher dimension when pm ≥ n. Finally, notice
that conditions (28), (29), and (31) require in general less
number of derivatives compared to (27).

Now that we established different conditions for the uni-
form observability of the extended system (13) it is possi-
ble to estimate its state and consequently the state of the
original system with the desing of a Kalman estimator
as in Theorem 3 with θ = 0. Note that the structure
of the augmented system allows to apply other observer
designs presented for instance in Besançon et al. (1996),
Bornard et al. (1989), Karafyllis and Jiang (2011), Tsinias
and Kitsos (2019). In fact, one of the advantages of the

Fig. 1. Real and estimated trajectory of the vehicle.
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Fig. 2. Estimation errors for the position x1 and velocity
x2.

observer design methodology adopted in this paper is that
the global state estimation can be achieved by a simple
linear Kalman type observer as in Theorem 3.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The following example illustrates the state extension as
well as the observability conditions presented in the previ-
ous section. We consider a vehicle navigating in Rn using
a single position range measurement positioned at 0 ∈ Rn.
The dynamics of the vehicle can be written as

ẋ1 = x2 (32)

ẋ2 = u, (33)

y =
1

2
‖x1‖2, (34)

where x1 ∈ Rn represents the position of the vehicle, x2 ∈
Rn is its linear velocity, and u is the corresponding inertial
acceleration. The output y represents the (half squared)
position range to the origin. The vehicle’s dynamics are
written as in (3) with x = (x>1 , x

>
2 )> ∈ R2n and

A =

[
0 In
0 0

]
, B =

[
0
In

]
, C =

[
In 0
0 0

]
.

It is easy to verify that A2 = 0 and that Cm = 0 with
m = 3, i.e., C3 = 0. Indeed, according to (5) we have

C1 =

[
0 In
In 0

]
, C2 =

[
0 0
0 2In

]
, C3 = 0.



Then, from (14), we obtain the extended matrix

A(u) :=


0 1 0 u>B>C0

0 0 1 u>B>C1

0 0 0 u>B>C2

0 0 0 A

 .
According to (26) we can calculate r1(t) = 0, r2(t) =
[u>(t), 0], and r3(t) = [u̇>(t), 3u>(t)]. Since, the matrix A
has real eigenvalues, a sufficient condition for the uniform
observability of the extended system follows from Propo-
sition 7: ∫ t+δ

t

[
u̇(s)u̇>(s) 3u̇(s)u>(s)
3u(s)u̇>(s) 9u(s)u>(s)

]
≥ µI2n,

which is a PE condition on the acceleration and the
jerk of the vehicle. For simulation, we consider that the
vehicle moves along the 3D trajectory x1(t) = (20 cos(t)−
20, 10 sin(2t) + 20,−4 cos(4t)) which is rich enough to
satisfy the PE condition. We perform the state estimation
of the augmented state through a Kalman type observer
given in Theorem 3 with S0 = 100I6, V = 0.0001I6, and
W = I6. In Figure 1 the red trajectory generated by the
observer of the system converges to the actual trajectory
in blue. Figure 2 shows that the position and velocity
estimation errors converge to zero.

7. CONCLUSION

We proposed an immersion-type technique that transforms
a class of linear systems with quadratic output to a new
system with linear output by adding a finite number of
states to the original system. The class of linear systems
considered is characterized by polynomial outputs under
zero inputs, which encompasses for example nilpotent
systems. Moreover, we derived persistence of excitation
conditions for the admissible inputs that establish the
uniform observability of the new system. The PE condi-
tions are explicit and can be checked easily for a given
input function. In future work we will address the problem
of state estimation with multiple quadratic outputs and
extend the current approach to systems for which Cm 6= 0
for all m ∈ N.
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